5 reasons why Civica’s Education Suite is so powerful

1. **We know education**
   Alongsdie our 25 years’ experience in the sector, all of our solutions are built specifically for today’s school needs in collaboration with both large and small schools.

2. **You are dealing with one supplier**
   Civica provides a wide range of solutions for the education sector. Managing just one supplier reduces administration, cuts cost and increases efficiencies.

3. **Our solution suits your specific needs and offers a quicker return on investment**
   We work with you to ensure the system meets your specific school or governing body’s requirements. Tailored implementation and training ensures rapid user adoption, helping you to achieve results quickly.

4. **Your data is in safe hands**
   Hosted to ISO 27001 standards, your data is secure and access is reliable.

5. **Our solution can grow with you**
   Your school or trust can take the full suite or can build the system by incorporating stand-alone modules as and when you need them – easily scaling from a single school installation to a full multi-school solution.